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10,000 social brains: Sex differentiation in human brain anatomy
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In human and nonhuman primates, sex differences typically explain much interindividual variability. Male and female behaviors may have played unique roles in the likely coevolution of increasing brain volume and more complex social dynamics. To explore possible divergence in social brain morphology between men and women living in different social environments, we applied probabilistic generative modeling to ~10,000 UK Biobank participants. We observed strong volume effects especially in the limbic system but also in regions of the sensory, intermediate, and higher association networks. Sex-specific brain volume effects in the limbic system were linked to the frequency and intensity of social contact, such as indexed by loneliness, household size, and social support. Across the processing hierarchy of neural networks, different conditions for social interplay may resonate in and be influenced by brain anatomy in sex-dependent ways.

INTRODUCTION

Being part of social networks provides key advantages. According to the “social brain hypothesis,” neocortex volume in primates coevolved with the cognitive skills required for coping with the complex social dynamics of increasingly large groups (1). Effective coordination of social groups, in turn, allows animals to solve pressing ecological problems of the physical environment.

Across primate species including humans, neocortex volume was found to correlate with various indices of social complexity, including average social network size (2), the capacity to predict others’ actions (3), and tactical deception maneuvers (1). Yet, male and female monkeys play distinct roles in primate societies. For instance, female primates invest more energy in childcare and strengthening social bonds to close allies (4). Instead, male primates invest more heavily in competition and managing the dominance hierarchy (5). Because male and female social behaviors may have been shaped by different needs and goals, we might expect that these have selected for specific neurocognitive adaptations.

Recent evidence speaks to a sex-specific extension of the social brain hypothesis. The neocortex size of primates correlates with group size in females better than it does for males, which suggests sex-specific selection pressures during natural selection (6). On the other hand, the reproductive success of male primates correlated with the size of their neocortex (7). This hints at the advantage of having more neurocognitive performance to navigate social relationships.

Sex explains much of the phenotypic variability in primate species, including humans. Even baby boys and girls tend to judge the salience of environmental cues differently: Newborn boys preferred viewing a physical-mechanical object, whereas newborn girls preferred viewing human faces (8). Similarly, young girls have been shown to make more eye contact with their caregivers than boys (9). During development, girls have been shown to detect faux pas earlier than boys (10). Sex differences in social bond formation exist across the life span [e.g., (11)].

In adult humans, neuroimaging experiments reported sex-typed neural activity patterns, even with the same behavioral performance. Such observations suggest that men and women may process the same environmental information in some unique ways. A seminal experiment on empathy (12) that administered painful stimulation to self and others found that the pain-responsive brain regions were bilaterally activated when experiencing pain oneself or observing others in pain in both sexes. However, the infliction of pain on unfair others was linked to increased neural activity in the reward circuitry in men, but not in women. Consistently, men reported a stronger desire for revenge than women (12).

Such differences in social behavior may have correspondences in brain architecture. Neuroimaging studies in adults indicate that, on average, men have larger brains than women (13, 14). Sex-specific cortical folding patterns emerge already during early development in the anterior frontal lobe, an area intimately involved in distinctly human cognitive capacities (15). As another structural brain difference potentially underlying behavioral variability linked to human sex, diffusion imaging in 949 participants showed that women typically have more axon bundles in the corpus callosum than men (16), which is the largest fiber tract in the human brain. These findings are suggestive of differential connectivity both within the frontal lobes and between both hemispheres. Furthermore, human neuroimaging studies identified that amygdala (AM) volume showed a close association with the number of people in one’s social networks (2). Subanalyses revealed that this group-averaged volume effect was largely driven by the...
examined female participants. Last, significant sex differences have also been reported in cortical cytoarchitecture from postmortem studies (13).

Ten years of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies on possible sex differences have recently been systematically analyzed (17). The authors provide evidence that this literature suffers from publication bias given that exceedingly many statistically significant sex differences have been reported. At the same time, such neuroimaging studies were also found to be chronically underpowered given typically small sample sizes. For instance, in 2009 and 2010, most of these neuroimaging studies considered fewer than 16 participants in each examined subgroup (18). Small-sample studies on the male brain versus female brain are particularly vulnerable to false-positive and false-negative findings. This is even more the case because the distribution of sex-related brain measurements show mostly subtle sex features and are increasingly recognized to bear substantial overlap in the general population (14).

In summary, earlier findings suggest that sex idiosyncrasies in the neurocognitive strategies needed to cope with social life manifest themselves in multifaceted ways in the brain. Therefore, our study probed sex differentiation in social brain morphology in 36 total regions based on sociodemographic and lifestyle factors for ~10,000 individuals from the uniformly acquired UK Biobank. We used a recent social brain atlas that was defined by synthesizing data from 3972 social affective functional MRI experiments involving several thousand participants (19). We implemented a clean approach to explicitly model the extent of similarity between male- and female-specific brain volume patterns related to a wide range of social contexts, including family, free time, and work life. Each analysis with this method jointly modeled all social brain regions with their relation to four participant groups (Table 1): simultaneously examining males versus females living in more enriched versus less enriched social environments. We, thus, revisited the long-standing question of sex gap from a probabilistic perspective that provides the ability to precisely chart population variation in social brain anatomy.

RESULTS
We go new ways to explore possible sex disparities in social brain anatomy using a fully probabilistic approach (see Materials and Methods). Most previous social neuroscience studies on sex differences tried to draw sharp boundaries for regional volumes using classical null hypothesis testing and P value thresholds, most often in small samples (17). The present study aimed at quantitative answers to a distinct question: “How certain are we that the volume of a social brain region is nonidentical in men and women in a population cohort, and what is the magnitude of this divergence?” Our analytical approach involved estimating the complete shape of normative population uncertainty of region volume effects in the context of sex and social traits. In the following, “volume effect” refers to model parameters that explain variation in regional gray matter volume depending on sex and social traits across age groups (cf. Materials and Methods). The gray matter posterior parameter distributions shed light on degrees of overlap between sex-related social traits in a population neuroscience context.

Limbic system regions showed the strongest sex-specific volume effects
Across the analyzed social traits, regions of the limbic network showed particularly strong structural volume effects compared with regions belonging to the visual sensory, intermediate, or higher associative networks the social brain (cf. fig. S4). In particular, the AM and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) showed population volume effects in various sectors of social behavior. Regarding social relationships in the inner circles, we found evidence for various structural deviations in the AM and vmPFC. Analyzing the number of people living in the same household (Fig. 1), women sharing their home environment with several individuals showed higher volume effects in the AM [mean of the population volume posterior distribution = 1.477, highest density interval of the population volume posterior distribution covering 95% uncertainty (HPDI) = 1.008 to 1.477] than women interacting with fewer people at home (posterior mean = 0.352, HPDI = 0.120 to 0.576). In contrast, in men, different household sizes were associated with much more overlapping volume parameter distributions for the AM. In contrast, in the vmPFC, sex-specific volume effects emerged for men experiencing less rich social dynamics at home (posterior mean = 0.134, HPDI = 0.037 to 0.226) compared with men living in more socially stimulating homes (posterior mean = −0.042, HPDI = −0.145 to 0.064). This family trait showed more similar vmPFC volume distributions in women.

Furthermore, the quality of social exchange in close relationships revealed female-specific gray matter volume effects in the AM and vmPFC of the limbic system. In the AM, women with fewer opportunities for exchange with emotionally close others showed larger volume effects (posterior mean = 0.832, HPDI = 0.599 to 1.049) compared with women with stronger close social ties (posterior mean = 0.604, HPDI = 0.425 to 0.789). In the vmPFC, women with fewer opportunities to share experiences and thoughts with close others also showed stronger volume effects (posterior mean = −0.157, HPDI = −0.248 to −0.066) compared with women with ample social support (posterior mean = −0.082, HPDI = −0.165 to −0.004). In men, however, the posterior population distributions of region effects showed considerable overlap in both the AM and vmPFC as a function of the quality of social support. In another aspect of the inner social circles, we detected some evidence for regional anatomical divergence within males as a function of the satisfaction with one’s family. A larger AM volume effect was observed for men expressing happiness with their relationships (posterior mean = 0.550, HPDI = 0.280 to 0.835) with family members compared with men who feel unhappy about their family life (posterior mean = 0.310, HPDI = 0.20 to 0.611). However, for women, family satisfaction was related to largely overlapping volume parameter distributions for the AM (women with low family satisfaction: posterior mean = 0.651, HPDI = 0.288 to 1.043; women with high family satisfaction: posterior mean = 0.673, HPDI = 0.246 to 1.131). In addition, in women, some volume parameter deviations in the vmPFC were observed for this family trait (women with low family satisfaction: posterior mean = −0.141, HPDI = −0.310 to 0.016; women with high family satisfaction: posterior mean = −0.074, HPDI = −0.243 to 0.091). Men, in contrast, showed vmPFC volume parameter distributions with little volume effect as a function of the quality of family interactions (men with low family satisfaction: posterior mean = 0.033, HPDI = −0.127 to 0.199; men with high family satisfaction: posterior mean = −0.017, HPDI = −0.172 to 0.136).

In addition to traits characterizing the inner social circles, we also found several anatomical divergences in the social brain linked to the wider social interaction circles. Male- and female-specific volume effects were observed in the AM and vmPFC for loneliness, differences in social support, and social connection quality.
Table 1. List of social lifestyle markers from the UK Biobank. Each examined trait from the UK Biobank is shown alongside its UK Biobank field identification number. Each social trait was analyzed in four groups according to sex and the richness of the social environment. Each trait can be considered as one of three determinant groups, defined by traits related to social interactions with family and close others (inner support group), traits related to social interactions outside of the family (outer sympathy group) and traits related to place in the social hierarchy (socioeconomic status).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social trait</th>
<th>UKBB-ID</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Group 4</th>
<th>Determinant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job</td>
<td>22617-0.0</td>
<td>Women without a social job</td>
<td>Women with a social job</td>
<td>Men without a social job</td>
<td>Men with a social job</td>
<td>Outer sympathy group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendship satisfaction</td>
<td>4570-0.0</td>
<td>Women with low friendship satisfaction</td>
<td>Women with high friendship satisfaction</td>
<td>Men with low friendship satisfaction</td>
<td>Men with high friendship satisfaction</td>
<td>Outer sympathy group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family satisfaction</td>
<td>4559-0.0</td>
<td>Women with low family satisfaction</td>
<td>Women with high family satisfaction</td>
<td>Men with low family satisfaction</td>
<td>Men with high family satisfaction</td>
<td>Inner support group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household size</td>
<td>709-0.0</td>
<td>Women living with up to one person in household</td>
<td>Women living with two or more people in household</td>
<td>Men living with up to one person in household</td>
<td>Men living with two or more people in household</td>
<td>Inner support group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living alone</td>
<td>709-0.0</td>
<td>Women living alone</td>
<td>Women living with others</td>
<td>Men living alone</td>
<td>Men living with others</td>
<td>Inner support group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siblings</td>
<td>5057-0.0</td>
<td>Women with siblings</td>
<td>Women without siblings</td>
<td>Men with siblings</td>
<td>Men without siblings</td>
<td>Inner support group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romantic partners</td>
<td>2149-0.0</td>
<td>Women with one romantic partner</td>
<td>Women with more romantic partners</td>
<td>Men with one romantic partner</td>
<td>Men with more romantic partners</td>
<td>Outer sympathy group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social support</td>
<td>2110-0.0</td>
<td>Women with low social support</td>
<td>Women with high social support</td>
<td>Men with low social support</td>
<td>Men with high social support</td>
<td>Inner support group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports club</td>
<td>6160-0.0</td>
<td>Women not in a sports club</td>
<td>Women in a sports club</td>
<td>Men not in a sports club</td>
<td>Men in a sports club</td>
<td>Outer sympathy group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly social activity</td>
<td>6160-0.0</td>
<td>Women without weekly social activity</td>
<td>Women with weekly social activity</td>
<td>Men without weekly social activity</td>
<td>Men with weekly social activity</td>
<td>Outer sympathy group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loneliness</td>
<td>2020-0.0</td>
<td>Women feeling lonely</td>
<td>Women not feeling lonely</td>
<td>Men feeling lonely</td>
<td>Men not feeling lonely</td>
<td>Inner support group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>738-0.0</td>
<td>Women with low income</td>
<td>Women with high income</td>
<td>Men with low income</td>
<td>Men with high income</td>
<td>Socioeconomic status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>4674-2.0</td>
<td>Women with public health care</td>
<td>Women with private health care</td>
<td>Men with public health care</td>
<td>Men with private health care</td>
<td>Socioeconomic status</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a proxy for the number or quality of social relationships (Fig. 1). In the AM of the limbic system, the population parameter distributions of region volume deviated between lonely men (posterior mean = 0.123, HPDI = −0.183 to 0.448) and socially satisfied men (posterior mean = 0.355, HPDI = 0.096 to 0.646), while lonely and socially engaged women showed more overlapping volume effects. In contrast, in the vmPFC, lonely women showed structural deviations (posterior mean = −0.141, HPDI = −0.282 to 0.014) compared with women who feel well surrounded (posterior mean = −0.015, HPDI = −0.188 to 0.159). Yet, men showed largely overlapping vmPFC volume parameter distributions in the context of the feeling of loneliness. Social interactions outside of the family, particularly investing in close and satisfying friendships, showed a female-specific volume effect in both the AM and vmPFC. Women with unsatisfying friendships showed the largest volume deviations in both the AM (posterior mean = 0.336, HPDI = 0.104 to 0.560) and vmPFC (posterior mean = −0.210, HPDI = −0.386 to −0.041). Men showed considerable overlap in the volume parameter distributions of both AM and vmPFC regarding friendship quality.

In another aspect of social investments in the broader social networks, some structural deviations in both the AM and vmPFC were observed in men. Men who have experienced more romantic relationships throughout life deviated in AM volume (posterior mean = 0.537, HPDI = 0.291 to 0.796) compared with men who have had committed to a single romantic partner (posterior mean = 0.666, HPDI = 0.414 to 0.919). In the vmPFC, a similar sex-specific effect was observed. Men with a single lifetime partner showed vmPFC volume parameter distributions (posterior mean = 0.021, HPDI = −0.107 to 0.156) that were incongruent with men who have had more intimate relationships in their life (posterior mean = −0.116, HPDI = −0.235 to 0.002). In contrast, in both the AM and vmPFC, women showed considerable overlap in volume parameter distributions in the context of romantic social investments. Together, our population evidence reveals marked patterns of male and female volume variation in the
Fig. 1. Sex disparity in the association between limbic system morphology and the richness of social interaction. Marginal posterior population distributions uncover the degree of sex overlap in social brain anatomy for several social traits. Among all target regions, many strong volume effects were apparent in the AM and vmPFC of the limbic network (cf. the Supplementary Materials). For each index of less and more rich social life (light versus dark colors), boxplots show the estimated population volume parameter distribution of the AM and vmPFC for men and women (blue versus pink colors). Each set of four boxplots juxtaposes the probabilistic relevance of a region’s volume in explaining sex and social trait, taking into account positive and negative volume effects of the 35 remaining social brain regions. Vertical axis indicates the brain volume effect obtained from z-scored region averages measured by T1-MRI. Black arrows indicate the brain region corresponding to the boxplots. Transparency level of the brain regions reflects the degree of divergence in population volume dispersion between the four social/sex groups (less transparent = more divergence according to Kullback-Leibler distance). The collective results may speak to sex-specific sensitivity of limbic system structures to the quality and quantity of social exchange.
limbic network related to family relationships as well as social experience outside of the family.

The reward system shows strong volume effects specific to men
In the nucleus accumbens (NAC) of the limbic network, our analyses revealed a consistent pattern of population volume effects across sectors of social determinants. Across different social traits, we observed that men exposed to a less enriched social environment showed volume parameter deviations in this key node of the reward circuitry.

As an aspect of the inner support group, men receiving less social support from close others showed the larger NAC volume effects (posterior mean = 0.083, HPDI = −0.040 to 0.188) than men with more opportunities for social exchange (posterior mean = −0.016, HPDI = −0.111 to 0.081). In contrast, women showed overlapping NAC volume parameter distributions for this social trait of inner circles (Fig. 2). Another male-specific volume effect was identified in a family-related trait. Men who grew up without brothers and sisters showed a volume effect in the NAC (posterior mean = 0.078, HPDI = −0.084 to 0.248) compared with males who grew up with a fuller household (posterior mean = −0.003, HPDI = −0.180 to 0.153). However, our female participants showed overlapping volume parameter distributions in this reward region in the context of household sizes.

Paralleling these findings, social exchange with friends and peers was again related to male-specific structural NAC deviation (Fig. 2). Men with less satisfying friendships (posterior mean = 0.151, HPDI = −0.026 to 0.342) showed a larger volume effect compared with men with stronger ties to their friends (posterior mean = −0.009, HPDI = −0.177 to 0.172). This pattern in volume variation in the context of maintaining close contact with friends was not observed among women. The male-specific trend in NAC volume effects is extended to include sports club membership. Men who do not belong to a sports club showed a larger volume effect in the NAC (posterior mean = 0.081, HPDI = −0.062 to 0.211) compared with men regularly attending a sports club (posterior mean = −0.013, HPDI = −0.146 to 0.130). In contrast, regular attendance of a sports club was associated with largely overlapping parameter distributions for NAC volume among women.

Furthermore, socioeconomic status can be a key factor in the dynamics of social dominance and here revealed additional sex-specific NAC volume effects. Men with less socioeconomic resources overall showed the largest morphological effects in NAC volume (Fig. 2). Specifically, low-income men showed a larger volume effect in this social brain region (posterior mean = 0.110, HPDI = −0.181 to 0.398) compared with men earning a higher income (posterior mean = −0.058, HPDI = −0.306 to 0.188). In contrast, women showed largely overlapping NAC volume parameter distributions depending on yearly salary.

Type of health care insurance revealed an additional male-specific pattern of morphological divergence in the NAC. Men with public health care showed a diverging volume effect (posterior mean = 0.091, HPDI = −0.042 to 0.223) compared with men paying into private health care (posterior mean = 0.003, HPDI = −0.149 to 0.156). However, overlapping distributions in NAC volume were observed for women covered by public health insurance and women with private health care. Together, we provide evidence of a male-distinctive structural phenotype in a limbic region that encompasses life history markers related to family network size, richness of social interactions in the outer sympathy group, and socioeconomic status. Notably, men with fewer opportunities for social interaction and with a lower status in the social hierarchy showed similar volume effects in components of the social brain related to reward-guided behavior.

The visual sensory, intermediate, and higher associative networks show various sex-specific volume effects
Complementary to our observations in the limbic network, our definition of the social brain also contains the visual sensory, intermediate, and higher associative networks (19). These sets of regions presented several volume effects across the overall network with respect to several social traits. In addition to quantifying region volume effects within a network, our probabilistic modeling approach also assessed coherent volume variation in entire brain networks. At the lowest level of the neural processing hierarchy (19), sex-dependent volume effects of circuits processing visual sensory cues were mostly observed in measures of social interactions in everyday life (Fig. 3). Notably, lonely women (posterior mean = −0.135, HPDI = −0.218 to −0.058) showed an overall network volume effect compared to well-surrounded women (posterior mean = −0.063, HPDI = −0.155 to 0.040). However, the feeling of loneliness was associated with more overlapping network parameter volume distributions for men.

In the intermediate network of our social brain atlas, a series of volume effects was observed in these parts of the human cortex commonly related to salience and relevance detection (19). Men with fewer opportunities for social interaction in the workplace (Fig. 3) showed large volume parameter dispersion in the intermediate network (posterior mean = 0.016, HPDI = −0.155 to 0.195) compared with men with a more social professional occupation (posterior mean = −0.046, HPDI = −0.115 to 0.016). However, women showed more overlapping network volume distributions in relation to daily opportunities for social exchange with colleagues. As another aspect of the wider social circles, men unhappy with their friendships (posterior mean = −0.068, HPDI = −0.148 to 0.015) showed a stronger intermediate network volume effect compared with men with satisfying friendships (posterior mean = −0.036, HPDI = −0.102 to 0.036) (not shown). In the context of leisure activities, men and women with regular social engagements were more congruent in intermediate network volume (women with weekly social activities: posterior mean = −0.068, HPDI = −0.083 to 0.025; men with weekly social activities: posterior mean = −0.036, HPDI = −0.104 to 0.037) (not shown).

Last, in the higher associative network, which comprises regions known to be associated with complex cognitive processes such as mental perspective-taking (19), we observed that the income earned by each of our examined participants showed gray matter variation. Notably, high-income men (posterior mean = −0.052, HPDI = −0.113 to 0.007) and high-income women (posterior mean = 0.053, HPDI = −0.096 to 0.207) showed opposite patterns of network volume effects. However, men with a lower income and women with a lower income showed largely overlapping higher-order network distributions. Our collective results witness extensive sex differentiation of region and network volume variation linked to the richness of social interplay with family, friends, and peers.
DISCUSSION

Sex is one of the most evolutionarily conserved phenotypical distinctions in biology. For that reason, we might expect to find evidence for it in the neuroanatomical underpinnings of human social behavior. Using fully probabilistic modeling, we estimated possible sex gap in the human social brain as directly supported from the data. In this way, we provide a population-level window into the brain associations with social behavior across a range of sociodemographic and life history traits.

Our findings provide a notable demonstration of the coherent links between the richness of one’s social environment and interindividual variation in brain volume. Consistently, in monkeys, introducing more housemates into the cage for daily social interaction has led to volume adaptations including the prefrontal cortex and AM (20). Humans also have shown volume effects in these brain regions putatively as a function of the diversity and frequency of their social exchanges as well as the capacity to mentalize or model other persons’ thoughts (2, 3). One human neuroimaging study found that the richness...
and extent of one’s social circles correlate with the individual AM volume (2). Another neuroimaging study highlighted the relevance of the vmPFC volume by demonstrating its relation to both social network size and interindividual differences in perspective-taking skills (3). Our study carefully dissects such coarse sex-averaged findings by probabilistic modeling of anatomical variability in ~10,000 humans related to important indices of social context.

A previous large-scale neuroimaging study highlighted prominent sex-dependent divergences in the vmPFC and other regions implicated in emotion-guided decision-making (14). Detailing these previous observations, our analyses related living in a household with few people to opposite vmPFC volume effects in men and women at the population level. We here relate a bigger household size to a larger female-specific volume effect in the AM that we did not observe in men. In addition, we have associated feelings of loneliness to male-specific AM volume patterns. Lonely women deviated more in vmPFC anatomy, perhaps implying that they reflected more on their social state than men do. For both the satisfaction with one’s friendships and frequent opportunities to confide to other people, women showed more substantial anatomical effects in the AM and vmPFC compared with men. Furthermore, feeling satisfied with family relationships was manifested in the vmPFC especially in women, whereas men showed vmPFC volume effects with the number of lifetime sexual partners. Some of our observed volumetric trends may underlie women’s typically higher number of close social contacts and usually better performance in mental perspective-taking (21). We thus offer a clearer understanding of how one’s social environment is linked to brain circuits in a sex-dependent manner, perhaps due to some unique cognitive and coping strategies.

In line with the prominence of our findings in the limbic medial temporal lobe and medial prefrontal lobe, axonal tracing studies in macaque monkeys identified directional projections from the AM and hippocampus, especially to the medial and orbital prefrontal cortex (22). These direct inputs from the medial temporal limbic systems are in line with the putative integrative role of the medial prefrontal cortex. Bodily affective states and external cues may be bound in the medial prefrontal cortex for the purpose of perspective-taking and other advanced forms of social-affective capacities, with sex-dependent idiosyncrasies.

Gray matter volume of both vmPFC and ventral striatum was correlated with social reward attitudes and behavior in previous human neuroimaging research (23). These authors related a questionnaire capturing interindividual differences in stable reward dependence traits to correspondences in structural brain scans. The uncovered volume effects in the vmPFC and NAC were interpreted as reflecting a natural disposition toward social interaction and social attachment in humans, featuring men-specific volume effects in the vmPFC and NAC in line with our findings. Our results suggest that men, in
particular, show social environment–sensitive volume effects in the NAC of the reward circuitry in several examined markers. We also observed similar volumetric patterns in two socioeconomic status indices: low-income men and men with public, as opposed to private, health care. Social interaction dynamics may provide both nonsocial material rewards such as money (24) and social rewards such as approval by peers (25). Moreover, a study on phone usage behavior in millions of people investigated the social network dynamics in men and women (11). The authors found that social network size tended to decrease for men and increase for women across the life span. In particular, in early adulthood, men were reported to have richer social circles than women (at age 25) on average. However, later on in adulthood (starting at age 39), the effect reverses, and the social network size decreases faster in men than in women. Furthermore, women contacted members of their social network more often, with more insistence, and had longer conversations (11). In our male participants, NAC volumes were sensitive to interindividual differences in social support and family structure. In contrast, our female participants with a smaller inner “support group” (21) did not show such effects in the NAC.

Collecting information about others in a social group potentially aids future social decision-making (26), which is related to reading others’ faces (27) or planning tactical action (1). Human neuroimaging experiments indicated that receiving information from others (28) or information about action on others (12) may be perceived as more valuable than many nonsocial rewards, like receiving money. These studies also reported that humans can experience the same social reward cue in nonidentical ways, depending on sex and other demographic factors. In line with this, a behavioral experiment showed that thirsty male monkeys readily sacrificed a nonsocial primary reward, such as juice, to be able to view photos of peers and potential female mating partners (29). In addition, mating success in males is related to bigger neocortex size [cf. (1)]), which includes regions associated with reward-guided strategic thinking.

These previous findings suggest a link between social brain anatomy and a role for reward processing in socially engaged males. These findings on social reward preference may relate to our NAC volume effects in men with less social exchange across inner and outer social circles. In particular, our social indices of the outer (i.e., friendship satisfaction and sports club membership) and inner (i.e., social support and family network size) social circles showed comparable patterns of volume parameter distributions. This invites the speculation that the structural plasticity of the reward-related circuit nodes may be more reactive to social information and exchange in men, rather than women, perhaps because men have weaker social ties on average (21).

In line with our findings, the repercussions of diminished frequency and intensity of social interaction may be traced to dopaminergic neurotransmitter pathways implicated in reward processing (30). In a behavioral study in male primates, monkeys were socially isolated for some time. After social rehabilitation, less socially interactive males with fewer grooming opportunities displayed hyperactive dopamine responses, not present before the isolation condition. Longer socially deprived monkeys were observed to self-administer more reward-inducing drugs than socially integrated monkeys. The authors concluded that a selective neurobiological adaptation to an altered social environment may have led to reward-induced neural activity, potentially rendering nonsocial rewards to be more valuable.

In a human neuroimaging study, men showed stronger neural responses in the NAC to the anticipation of nonsocial monetary rewards than to social rewards (31). In contrast, in women, both social and nonsocial rewards evoked similar neural responses (31). At the behavioral level, men also responded faster to stimuli indicating high monetary, rather than social, reward gains. Instead, women’s response speed did not significantly differ according to the type or magnitude of expected reward outcomes. We here provide clues that these previously identified social versus nonsocial dopaminergic mechanisms may have diverging neural bases in men and women (30). This may pertain to the similar volume pattern deviations in men for several socioeconomic indices, which we did not observe in women. Similarly, painful stimulation to an unfair player of an economic game was reported to trigger reward processing that implicated the NAC in men, but not in women (12). The authors interpreted men to show distinct valuation processes accompanied by less empathy-related neural responses to unfair persons than women. The male participants were proposed to prefer punishment of unfair opponents. Together, our population imaging findings suggest that the NAC of the limbic social brain has a differentiated relation to nonsocial and social rewards in men and women.

Examining volume effects of entire networks that compose the human social brain, we also report sex-selective anatomical divergences linked to indices of sociability. At our lowest level of the neural processing hierarchy, the volume of the sensory network diverged in lonely versus socially well-embedded women, but not in men. Many studies in social neuroscience have been based on face perception—arguably a biologically evolved adaptation to the exchange of social information. Faces may enable a more efficient information transfer between humans and among other primates. Fusiform gyrus, posterior superior temporal sulcus, and MT/V5 in the sensory network are consistently recruited during judgments on facial identity or facial expression (32). Lesions in these regions interfere with processing of face, mimicry, and gaze in both humans and monkeys [e.g., (33)]. The posterior superior temporal sulcus has often been thought to preferentially process dynamic features of others’ faces, such as emotional expressions and gaze direction relevant for joint attention. In contrast, the fusiform gyrus is frequently thought to preferentially process stable features of others’ faces, such as identity, attractiveness, sex, and age. Our data invite us to speculate that felt loneliness is distinctly associated with appraisal of the visual social environment in our female participants.

At the intermediate level of the neural processing hierarchy, our male participants with less social jobs and those with weaker friendship circles showed distinct volume effects. In particular, men working in an occupation with fewer opportunities for daily social exchange showed the largest variation in volume in the intermediate network. Both men and women with some weekly social activity showed smaller anatomical effects of the intermediate network. In an interactive game during functional MRI scanning, several of these regions increased activity during the experience of social exclusion (34), which correlated with perceived distress. This study suggested that humans undergoing hurtful experiences in social interaction may recruit neural systems also involved in managing physical pain. These authors argued that social separation or rejection may be neurally processed as an existential threat given the adaptive value of social bonds in humans and other primate societies. As such, our data can be read as suggesting possible sex differentiation in how humans undergo and integrate being excluded from social interplay with others.

Longitudinal structural plasticity was recently demonstrated in regions belonging to our intermediate network induced by affective compassion training of 332 matched adults (35). This seminal study (35) also showed that several months of cognitive training for
improving perspective-taking resulted in structural remodeling in regions belonging to our highly associative social network (19), parts of which are also referred to as “default mode” network. This social neuroscience study demonstrated structural plasticity in aspects underlying social intelligence by targeted mental training intervention. Submitting participants to daily practice of socioemotional (more related to empathy) or sociocognitive (more related to perspective-taking) capacities, regional gray matter was selectively modulated, which is implicated in processing social information. According to these investigators, training to see the world through others’ eyes may promote cooperation and well-being in professional life. Our cross-sectional population results are complementary to these previous findings and are consistent with the suggested long-term manifestations of sex-specific plasticity in the human social brain.

We here show that the anatomy of the top-level network diverged in high-income men compared with high-income women. In this way, we corroborate and characterize in further detail the previous observation that the higher-association cortices feature network-specific sex divergence in human neuroimaging (14). Its anatomy has further been shown to differ depending on social network size and social cognitive performance in navigating relationships with other humans (3, 36). Our findings of sex dissimilarities are noteworthy because this high-level network is believed to subserve many of the most complex social faculties, including moral judgments, participating and learning from social interaction, and anticipating future scenarios (37). The ability of the default mode network to subserve recursive, less constrained neural processing, together with its wide-ranging interplay with subordinate brain systems (38), may provide an important basis for social decision-making in everyday life.

As a note of caution, structural imaging research based on T1-weighted brain scanning has so far struggled to attach unambiguous meaning to findings of more or less gray matter volume in specific brain locations (36). An increase in this quantity could indicate higher density of cell populations, only some of which need to be neurons, or their substructures, like cell bodies or axons. While an increase in this quantity has repeatedly been observed to be associated with enhanced cognitive performance, various counterexamples have reported reduced functional capacity. In particular, neuronal pruning processes are one candidate mechanism how less regional volume may allow for computational efficiency gains in a specific cognitive process (36).

CONCLUSION
Sex differentiation in the human social brain may often be of degree, not of kind. Much previous research noted considerable sex overlap in human behavior, brain, and genes (14, 39). Even meta-analyses often concluded sex differences to be unexpectedly small. By probabilistic population modeling of brain anatomy and social relationship traits in ~10,000 individuals, we delineated rich patterns of similarity and dissimilarity in the brains of men and women. While our cross-sectional approach cannot disentangle nature against nurture, long-term plasticity effects in masculine or feminine social brain circuitry differently in males and females. This insight would have far-reaching implications at the evolutionary, developmental, bioregulatory, and sociological scales. Our quantitative investigation supports the idea that human survival has been optimized toward sex-specific strategies to successfully navigate the social world.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data resources
The UK Biobank is a population epidemiology resource that offers extensive behavioral and demographic assessments, lifestyle, and cognitive measures, as well as biological samples in a cohort of 500,000 participants recruited from across Great Britain (https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/). This openly accessible population dataset aims to provide multimodal brain imaging for 100,000 individuals to be completed in 2022 (39). The present study was based on the data release providing brain imaging from 10,129 individuals to detail population variation in gray matter morphology of the social brain as measured by T1-weighted structural MRI. To improve comparability and reproducibility, our study profited from the uniform data preprocessing pipelines designed by FMRIB, Oxford, UK (39). We extracted available social, affective, and lifestyle-related summary measures characterizing aspects of social behavior for consideration in the present analyses (Table 1; see figs. S1 to S3 for their mutual relationships). Social traits that are provided as continuous information by the UK Biobank were dichotomized using median splitting. Our study involved a population sample of 10,129 participants [52.4% females, aged 40 to 69 years when recruited with mean age 55 ± 7.5 (SD) years]. The present analyses were conducted under UK Biobank application number 23827. All participants provided informed consent to participate. Further information on the consent procedure and ethics approval can be found here (http://biobank.ctsu.ox.ac.uk/crystal/field.cgi?id=200).

Brain imaging preprocessing procedures
Identical MRI scanners (3T Siemens Skyra) were used at the same imaging site with the same acquisition protocols and standard Siemens 32-channel radiofrequency receiver head coils. To protect the anonymity of the study participants, brain imaging data were defaced, and any sensitive information from the header was removed. Automated processing and quality control pipelines were deployed (39). To improve homogeneity of the brain imaging data, noise was removed by means of 190 sensitivity features. This approach allowed reliably identifying and excluding problematic brain scans, such as those with excessive head motion.

The structural MRI data were acquired as high-resolution T1-weighted images of brain anatomy using a three-dimensional (3D) MPRAGE (magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo) sequence at 1-mm isotropic resolution. Preprocessing included gradient distortion correction, field-of-view reduction using the Brain Extraction Tool, and FLIRT, as well as nonlinear registration to MNI152 standard space at 1-mm resolution using FNIRT. To avoid unnecessary interpolation, all image transformations were estimated, combined, and applied by a single interpolation step. Tissue-type segmentation into cerebrospinal fluid, gray matter, and white matter was applied using FAST (Functional MRI of the Brain’s Automated Segmentation Tool) to generate full bias field–corrected images. Analyses in the present study capitalized on the ensuing gray matter maps. SIENAX, in turn, was used to derive volumetric measures normalized for head sizes. The ensuing adjusted volume measurements represented the amount of gray matter corrected for individual brain sizes.
Social brain atlas definition

Our study built on a current best estimate of the social brain localization in humans, which recently became available (19). This topographical atlas was derived by a quantitative large-scale synthesis of functional MRI findings from 3972 experiments involving thousands of individuals. Thirty-six volumes of interest were thus identified that are known to show consistent neural activity changes induced by a diversity of social and affective task experiments. The 36 data-derived target locations were also shown to be connectionally and functionally segregated [(19), Fig. 3]: (i) a visual sensory network (fusiform gyrus, posterior superior temporal sulcus, and MT/V5), (ii) a limbic network (AM, vmPFC, rostral anterior cingulate cortex, hippocampus, and NAC), (iii) an intermediate network (inferior frontal gyrus, anterior insula, anterior midcingulate cortex, cerebellum, supplementary motor area, and supramarginal gyrus), and (iv) a highly associative network (dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, frontal pole, posterior midcingulate cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, precuneus, temporoparietal junction, middle temporal gyrus, and temporal pole). Our modeling approach incorporated this existing knowledge of how the social brain regions relate to major networks at different biological levels of neural processing (cf. below).

Our targeted analyses were, thus, enhanced by anatomical guidance of brain volume extraction for the 36 regions of interest, each associated with one of four different social brain networks. In this way, neurobiologically interpretable measures of gray matter volume were obtained from the ~10,000 participants (38, 39). This was achieved by summarizing whole-brain anatomical maps centered on the topographical compartments of the social brain. We applied a smoothing filter of 5-mm full width at half maximum to the participants’ structural brain maps to homogenize local neuroanatomical features. Gray matter measures were averaged in spheres of 5-mm diameter around the consensus location from the social brain atlas, averaging the preprocessed, tissue-segmented, and brain size–adjusted MRI signals (cf. above) across the voxels belonging to a given target region. That is, the gray matter information from all voxels that belonged to a particular atlas region was added up and divided by the total number of region voxels. This procedure yielded a single representative measure for the mean gray matter volume in the particular brain region. Note that using spheres of 2.5- or 7.5-mm diameter yielded virtually identical results and led to the same conclusions. This way of engineering morphological region summaries yielded 36 corresponding brain volume measures per UK Biobank participant, which we subsequently z scored by centering to zero mean and unit variance scaling to one. These commonly used aggregate measures of regional brain volume (38, 39) in social brain networks served as the basis for all subsequent analysis steps.

All regions of interest used in this study are available online for transparency and reuse at the data-sharing platform NeuroVault (http://neurovault.org/collections/2462/).

Probabilistic generative modeling of volume variation in the social brain

To jointly model the normative anatomical population distribution of social brain regions underlying participating sex and social contexts, Bayesian hierarchical regression was a natural choice of method (40). In contrast, classical hypothesis testing methods simply provide P values against the null hypothesis of no effect in the data. Our goal was to equally consider the outcomes presence versus absence of sex distinctions in human social brain regions in all parts of our modeling approach. We aimed to directly quantify divergence between males and females in brain region volumes—as it relates to social-affective traits—to the extent supported by the observed data while providing coherent estimates of associated uncertainty.

To this end, our analyses answered the question: “How certain are we that a region volume is different between men and women in a particular social context?” Our study did not ask “Is there a strict categorical difference in region volume between men and women in a particular social context?” We, thus, aimed to directly quantify the population uncertainty intervals of volume effects in their relation to social-affective traits, rather than restricting attention to differences in simple mean volumes alone. A fully specified generative model of the social brain gray matter opens the possibility to find degrees of overlap between sex-related traits dispersed in the general population (14), which relaxes the view of strict sex dichotomy in the human brain.

Each participant belonged to one of four groups g that stratified our population cohort into males and females with or without the presence of a certain social trait: for instance, men versus women with high versus low friendship satisfaction (table S1). The probability model with parameters that vary by network followed the following form

$$L = \mathcal{N}(y; \text{Half Cauchy}(0, 1))$$

$$y = x_1 \ast \text{region} \_ \beta_1 + \ldots + x_{36} \ast \text{region} \_ \beta_{36} + c_1 \ast \text{confound} \_ \beta_1 + \ldots$$

where $$c_i$$ denotes the (z scored) brain volumes for all 36 regions of the social brain atlas, $$y$$ denotes the (z scored) age of the participants, and the hyperparameters capture volume variation at the network level that jointly informs parameters at the region level, while $$g$$ denotes the participant group. Potential confounding influences were addressed by the nuisance variables $$c_i$$, controlling for variance explained by body mass and head size (38, 39). Additionally incorporating height and weight as covariates of no interest in the analyses of each social trait did not change the results and led us to the same conclusions. The multilevel regression approach also capitalized on the fact that sex and age differences are among the most salient sources of variability in MRI data in general (14). In this way, we could get the most out of our rich sample by borrowing statistical strength between networks and their constituent brain regions.
through interlocking of their corresponding model coefficients. Parameters of the region regressions were placed at the lower level of the model. These parameters were modeled themselves by the hyperparameters of the regression at the higher level of the model. We could thus provide fully probabilistic answers to questions about morphological dissimilarity of the social brain regions and networks by a joint model estimation profiting from several sources of population variation.

Joint posterior parameter distributions were approximated using the NUTS (No U-Turn Sampler), a type of Markov chain Monte Carlo using the PyMC3 software. After 4000 tuning steps, the sampler had converged to the stationary distribution (tables S2 and S3 and fig. S4). Subsequently, we drew 1000 unbiased samples from the joint posterior distribution over all parameters in the model (40). A range of explanations for the brain relation between groups and social traits was browsed through by obtaining multiple plausible sets of model parameters, including their similarities and divergences, that could have generated the observed data.

We deploy a probabilistic modeling strategy to zoom-in on sex differentiation in a population cohort, which has at least four advantages (40). First, we could directly quantify how the tail area of the region volume distributions varied as a function of sex and social traits. This allowed for full comparison of the degree of overlap in population volume distribution, rather than discerning whether the average volumes are different at some conventional threshold, as assessed by most previous sex research. Second, the problem of multiple comparisons (e.g., testing separate regions or social groups) was accommodated by the hierarchical modeling setup. This strength arises from estimating the joint probability distribution over all quantities in the model, which finds differences by searching through many plausible parameter constellations and assigning uncertainty at every level appropriately. Third, our probabilistic hierarchical regression takes into account meaningful previous knowledge about the social brain to simultaneously estimate within-network variation and between-network variation in conjunction with sex and social traits. Fourth, incorporating the hierarchical structure inherent in the social brain into our statistical model increases robustness and fidelity as network-level distributions help constrain model estimation while also themselves being informed by individual region-level effects.

Scientific computing implementation

We used scikit-learn executed in Python because the package provides efficient, unit-tested implementations of state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms (http://scikit-learn.org). This general-purpose machine learning library was interfaced with the nilearn library for design and efficient execution of neuroimaging data analysis workflows (http://github.com/nilearn/nilearn). 3D visualization of brain maps was performed using PySurfer (https://pysurfer.github.io/), and data plots were generated by Seaborn (https://seaborn.pydata.org/). Probabilistic hierarchical modeling and Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling were implemented as symbolic computation graphs in the PyMC3 framework (https://github.com/pymc-devs/pymc3).
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